In this paper we tried a different approach to work out the integrals of e
be reduced to a form of series. We have shown both the indefinite and definite integrals of the functions mentioned along with some essential properties e.g. conditions of convergence of the series. Further more, we used the integrals in form of series to find out series solution of differential equations of the form x dx 2 − (n − 1) dy dx − n 2 x 2n−1 y + (n − 1) = 0, using some non standard method. Finally we introduced modified Normal distribution incorporating some properties derived from the above integrals and defined a generalized version of Skewness and Kurtosis.
Introduction
Integrals of exponential functions like e m!(m+1) + k 2 respectively. We tried a different approach to evaluate the integrals which can be applied to solve some special kind of mathematical problems. When we tried to integrate the functions mentioned, by the method of integration by parts, we see a nice pattern which can be reduced to a form of a series.
In this paper we will show.
• For all positive integer values of n, indefinite integral of e respectively [ ∀x; at least ∀n ∈ Z + ].
• We showed the convergence of the above series to out the proper integrals (e.g. 1.2.1) and shown that the modified interval of convergence for improper integrals are ] − ∞, ∞[ for n=even. And −∞ x < ∞ for n=odd for e • We applied these to solve some special kind of differential equation of the form x dy dx − n 2 x 2n−1 y + (n − 1) = 0 as series using some non standard method.
• Further we used some properties of the above integrals to define some probability distribution function (P.D.F) and finally we defined a generalized version of Skewness, Kurtosis and Kurtosis excess for generalized "( 
Integration of e x
n and e −x n Generally integrals of e 
respectively.But we tried to evaluate them in a different manner, which is rather difficult but have greater implacability in some special kind of mathematical problems.
Indefinite integral
For all positive integer values of n e
Similarly: e
Note that equation no. (3) and (4) are valid for all x for all n other than[−1 n 0] 2.1.1. Observation:
Taking n= odd and putting x= -y i.e. dx= -dy in equation no. (3) we get, e (−y)
as n is assumed to be odd
Comparing equation no. (4) and (4A) we have
Definite integral

Proper integrals:
For proper integrals, convergence of e We thus performed the ratio test of both e 
So, it converges for all finite values of x.
Hence, e Similarly it can be shown that e −x n dx also converges for all finite values of x. Same conclusion can be drawn from integrals of form of (1) or (2) by ratio tests.
Modification of interval of convergence: improper integral
Since the functions e By earlier conclusion it diverges 2.2.2.2. for n = odd :
For n ≤ 0 ,It is ∞ ( diverges) (n need not be integer even). But we have not considered so. For n > 0, it can be shown (not necessary that n is odd, it may be even or fraction also) that expression (7 ) is convergent For integer value of n, the expression obviously is 0, hence convergent. For fractions 'r' varies from 0 to ∞ so, what ever the value of n may be, as it is finite, there will be r's > 2 n . So,
Hence convergent.
So,
n dx ,is convergent ∀n ∈ Z + i.e. for odd n's also.
i.e. 
As shown earlier,
n dx is convergent ∀n ∈ Z + and for,
x Assumes only negative values in this interval. Let, x=-y; i.e. dx=-dy (y≥0) 2.2.2.3. for n = even :
By earlier proof it is convergent.
for n = odd :
Which diverges by earlier proof. So modified interval of convergence of e −x n dx is [−∞, ∞] for n= even and −∞ < x ∞ for n=odd.
Observation
Similarly
From equation no. (1)and (9), comparing coefficients of x 1+mn we get, 3. Application of integrals of e x n and e −x n in the form of series as series solution of some differential equations.
Considering two second order differential equations: By method of change of independent variable and taking some arbitrary function z = e − R P dx dx equation no. (15) can be reduced to
Now, for both (13) and (14) z = x n n i.e. x = (nz)
So, (13) becomes
for ....(13) and =
So, equation (13) becomes
(17) and equation (14) becomes For both, C.F. is solution of the equations. 
 is a particular solution of (13) where as,
 is a particular solution of (14).
Now the complete solution of (13) is y = k 1 e Taking a big value of even n the aforesaid stepped function can be approximately represented. Again, it is known that normal distribution or Gaussian distribution is a bell shaped continuous probability distribution and it must hold the following properties.
• Normal curve has two parameters, mean = median = mode = 'm' and standard deviation σ.
• normal curve is of form y(
• the curve is symmetrical about x = m.
• odd order central moments are 0.
• Skewness and Kurtosis are 0.
Here, the Probability density function in form of standardized variable
For y(x) = Ae
n , (n being even) conditions I and II are automatically satisfied. In order to satisfy condition III, constant A is to be chosen suitably. So that,
For even values of n, it has been shown that the improper integral
n dx exists and let that be denoted by P n . So,
is a Probability density function in (−∞ < x < ∞) (31) Which is an equivalent and alternative form of Generalized Gaussian Distribution (GGD) and can be called 
.
4.1.1. The distribution is symmetric about x=m i.e. z=0 and is bell shaped. , and, [(±∞, 0)] Now,
Obviously, this expression approaches to 0 from negative side of number line.
Let be a variable, which tends to z or,
Now, n ≥ 2, or, (n − 1) ≥ 1 , 2n-2 > n-2 and is a fraction which tends to zero. lim
or, y is maximum at z=0 and is
. Again, Let 'δ' be a variable, which tends to z and γ is a variable tending to y.
or,
Now, n is even number and ≥ 2 and 'δ' is a number which tends to ±∞.
Obviously expression (34) approaches 0 from positive side of number line, as γ is non negative (it denotes probability).
So, y is minima at z= ±∞ and is 0.
Therefore, at 0, numbers of possible solutions, but at least one possible real solution is.
So, the curve has two points of inflexions, one in first quadrant (n − 1)
another is in second quadrant − (n − 1) Again, dy(z) dz = −z n−1 y, n-1 is an odd no; z varies from −∞ to ∞ and y is non-negative, as it represents probability. So the gradient of the curve of P.D.F is positive when z is negative and is negative when z is positive.
With the aforesaid arguments it is clear that the distribution is symmetric about x=m i.e. z=0 and is bell shaped 4.1.2. Moments about mean.
• Odd order moments about mean.
Integrand is an odd function. So all odd order moments about mean are 0.
• Even order moments about mean, 1 All the graphs are plotted using Origin 7 software package.
For GGD Varanasi & Aazhang (1989) , [1] have suggested an equation of the form
...(35) ( where,p n is an 'estimate' of p and is obtained from r th (even and ≥ 4) central moment of the Distribution ) in order to estimate shape parameter p. Obviously i.e. n in our case. But there are some limitations and shortcomings of the above mentioned equation. The relation refers to discrete sampling with number of sampling not perfectly infinity .p n is merely an 'estimate' and couldn't be evaluated perfectly for given values of 'r' and vice versa. They also mentioned that there is no explicit expression for p and thus they implemented numerical iterative method, nor did they mention that there may not be any solution at all of equation no. (35) which implies that for a given 'p', some 'r's may not exist at all. Which means they couldn't clearly conclude for a given 'p', which particular moment exists and what are there values.
We worked out analytically the existence of even order moments and their expressions are as follows. In our case instead of 'r' we denoted the order of even order moment as 2p. Let q be the greatest positive integer for what 2p-qn >0 and hence it can't be reduced any more. Obviously 2p-qn<n, else it could be further reduced.
As p, q, n all integers and n is even.
The reduced expression here is m 2p = (σ n ) 
